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The physical and optical characteristics of a multilayered synthetic microstructure~MLSM! have a
significant structural dependence. Knowledge of the structure and its correlation to physical
properties is needed in order to control the fabrication of MLSMs to obtain desired properties.
Important parameters for the description of the structure are the thickness of a repeating unit, the
thickness ratio of composite materials within the repeating unit and the degree of interdiffusion and
roughness at interfaces. The effects of these various structural parameters on the small-angle x-ray
diffraction ~XRD! pattern are investigated for a molybdenum-silicon MLSM. The angular positions
of the Bragg peaks are sensitive to the thickness of the repeating unit~Mo/Si bilayer in this study!,
and the pattern of the subsidiary peaks in the low-order Bragg region has a strong dependence on
the thickness ratio. The major effect of interfacial diffusion is the overall reduction of the intensities
of high-order Bragg peaks. However, the atomic concentration profile correlates with their relative
intensities. The uncorrelated roughness is responsible for the increased linewidths of the Bragg
peaks and the increase of the relative intensities of the subsidiary peaks to those of the Bragg peaks.
Based on the above results, we present an analysis of the experimental XRD data in order to deduce
the structural parameters of a molybdenum-silicon MLSM. ©1997 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few decades vacuum thin-film fabricat
technology has advanced to a degree that nanometer-
thin-film structures are routinely produced in a controll
manner. The close proximity of different thin-film materia
provides the opportunity to study novel physical characte
tics that are much different from their bulk properties. Mu
tilayered synthetic microstructures~MLSMs! have been
investigated in various scientific fields such as op
magnetism, x-ray optics, and giant magnetoresistance.1

To understand and control the optical and/or physi
properties of a MLSM and to fabricate a better MLSM, o
should be able to determine the structural parameters
correlate them with experimentally observed physical da
The structure has been investigated by using transmis
electron microscopy~TEM!, x-ray diffraction~XRD!, large-
angle XRD, Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy~RBS!,
and Auger depth profiling. TEM and XRD have most com
monly been utilized to study the structure of MLSMs. T
TEM gives us a direct image of the cross section at the c
of sample destruction. However, the image presents infor
tion only on a localized area, and due to the nonlinear s
tering of electrons with high atomic-number elements, s
cial care should be taken to interpret the TEM data to ext
quantitative information of the structure.2 XRD is a promis-
ing technique for characterizing structures. It is nondestr
tive so that it can be used forin situ measurements. Th
relatively small x-ray wavelength allows us to study spa
variations down to atomic dimensions. X rays have a p
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etrating ability, allowing analysis of sub-surface regions
well. However, interpretation of the XRD data and extracti
of reliable quantitative information concerning the structu
parameters have been limited due to the lack of a quan
tive model which can incorporate the realistic interfaces i
computation. Recently, much attention has been paid
x-ray scattering from the interfaces of nonideal multilay
structures and progress has been made on the interpret
of the XRD data and the acquisition of more reliable data
the structures.3–6

Figure 1 shows the experimental small-angle XRD patt
of a 30-bilayer Mo/Si MLSM obtained using CuKa ~0.154
nm! radiation. The XRD pattern is dominated by the stro
Bragg peaks~reflections! and subsidiary peaks between th
consecutive Bragg peaks, and their variations in intensi
and positions. The Bragg peaks result from the comp
constructive interference between x rays reflected by eac
the multilayer interfaces; on the other hand, the subsidi
peaks arise from the incomplete interference. Quantita
analysis of this data should be able to explain the follow
features:

~1! the positions of the Bragg peaks,
~2! the relative intensities of the Bragg peaks,
~3! the widths of the Bragg peaks,
~4! the shape and intensities of the subsidiary peaks.

In this article, we present the theoretical simulations
the effects of various structural parameters of a Mo
MLSM on the XRD pattern. The results are used to char
terize the structure of a Mo/Si MLSM. In Sec. II, a theore
ical model for computation is described. The effects of t
22915(4)/2291/6/$10.00 ©1997 American Vacuum Society
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structural parameters on the XRD data are discussed in
III. Section IV deals with application to the structural cha
acterization of a Mo/Si MLSM.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

An MLSM as a x-ray reflector consists of alternating la
ers of two different materials: Mo and Si for the prese
study. In MLSMs, there are always imperfections at int
faces. Roughness and interdiffusion co-exist at interfaces
are major defects that affect most of the physical propert
A Debye–Waller approach has been used to incorporate
effects on the XRD pattern.4,7,8 The treatment implicitly as-
sumes that the MLSM structure is perfectly coherent and
extent of interdiffusion of both materials is the same. Hen
the approach cannot explain the experimental XRD data
detail since they contain contributions from the incohere
of the inner structure. One feature which the approach f
to describe is the decrease of the intensities of the subsid
peaks relative to the Bragg peaks.3 This approach also doe
not account for the broadening of the high-order Bra
peaks. Slaughteret al.4 have studied different structura
models such as the trilayer model and the graded-rough
bilayer model for fitting the Bragg peaks. Since a Deby
Waller approach was used for the interface profile, there
still a relatively large discrepancy in the simulation of t
subsidiary peaks.

In our simulation, interdiffusion and roughness are se
rately treated and their respective effects on the XRD d
are studied. The classical interdiffusion of two materials d
to the interaction of surface species upon heating the
produces a variation in composition at interface. Such a p
file is governed by Fick’s second law of diffusion:

]ni~z,t !

]t
5Di

]2ni~z,t !

]z2
, ~1!

whereni is the atomic concentration of a particular eleme
i , andDi is its diffusion coefficient. This equation assum

FIG. 1. Experimental XRD pattern of a Mo/Si MLSM using CuKa 0.154
nm.
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that the diffusion takes place due to the random walk p
cesses of individual atoms at interface. The solution of t
equation is given by

ni~z,t !5
1

A2ps i
E

2`

1`

ni~j,0!exp@2~z2j!2/2s i
2#dj, ~2!

wheres i5A2Dit is the rms value of diffusion length. Con
sider an interface between the film componentsA and B.
Assume that the initial profile of the atomic concentration
a square well when there is no diffusion, i.e.,

nA~z,0!5nA0 , nB~z,0!50 ~0,z,dA!

nA~z,0!50, nB~z,0!5nB0 ~dA,z,d!,

wherenA0 andnB0 are the pure atomic concentrations ofA
andB elements, respectively.dA is the thickness of theA
layer and d is the bilayer thickness. Then the diffusio
changes the square well profile to the following profile:

nA~z,sA!5nA0
1

A2psA
E
0

dA
exp@2~z2j!2/2sA

2 #dj

nB~z,sB!5nB0
1

A2psB
E
dA

d

exp@2~z2j!2/2sB
2 #dj ~3!

for the diffusion lengths ofsA andsB , respectively. Various
interface profiles of the atomic concentration for the differe
values ofsA andsB can be produced as shown in Fig. 2.
our calculation, the interface profile was divided into ma
slabs. The number of the slabs was large enough to prop
represent the interface profile. The atomic concentration
the index of refraction of a slab was evaluated at its cen
The x-ray scattering from interfaces between the slabs
been calculated using a recursive method, suggested
Parratt,9 and further developed by Underwood and Barbee10

which includes multiple scattering between interfaces. Fo
given interface profile, the index of refraction can be fou
by the following equation:

n̂~z!512
r 0l

2

2p
$@~nA~z! f A1nB~z! f B#

1 i @nA~z! f A81nB~z! f B8 #%, ~4!

where f A,B and f A,B8 are the real and imaginary parts of th
atomic scattering factor of the elementsA and B, respec-
tively. r 0 is the classical electron radius.

The roughness at interface can be largely divided into t
categories: correlated roughness and uncorrelated rough
The correlated roughness propagates from interface to in
face. This type of roughness results from digs or scratche
a substrate and produces an averaged effect by interdiffus
On the other hand, the variation in the thickness of ea
layer, the local interdiffusion at the interface during th
deposition, and roughness due to island growth during
deposition are mainly responsible for the uncorrelated rou
ness. The lateral domain sizes of these variations are usu
large compared to the wavelength of the diffracting radiat
~in this case, 0.154 nm!. An XRD diffraction pattern can then
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be approximated by the average pattern for a group
MLSMs in which bilayer thicknesses vary randomly within a
given error range. The XRD patterns are calculated as
function of angle for such a group of MLSMs and then adde

FIG. 2. Atom concentration profiles for various diffusion parameters.sSi

~nm!, sMo ~nm!: ~a! 0.0, 0.0;~b! 0.3, 0.3;~c! 0.1, 0.3; and~d! 0.3, 0.1.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
f
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d

together and divided by the number of the group member
obtain an average XRD pattern:

I5
1

k (
i51

k

I i~d06d j !, j51, 2, . . . ,N, ~5!

where k is the number of the members of the group
MLSMs, d0 the average bilayer thickness,d j the random
thickness error in thej th layer, andN the total number of
bilayers.

III. STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON XRD PATTERN

The small-angle XRD pattern is very sensitive to stru
tural parameters. In the case of a Mo/Si MLSM, for examp
the bilayer thicknessd(5dMo1dSi), the thickness ratio of
the Mo layer to the bilayer thicknessg(5dMo /d), the inter-
diffusion lengthss ’s, and the roughnessd at interfaces are
the parameters that most affect the XRD pattern. In gene
the combined effect of the above structural parameter
very complicated. If we know the features of the effect th
each structural parameter makes on an XRD pattern, we
able to devise a method or procedure to extract the struct
information from given experimental XRD data. It is ther
fore necessary to find out the effect of each structural par
eter on the XRD pattern.

The bilayer thickness and the thickness ratio are the m
important parameters to be determined first. Using
refraction-corrected equation for the Bragg condition, bo
the average bilayer thickness and the thickness ratio ca
estimated from the angular positions of the Bragg pea
assuming that the interface is abrupt.11 These values are use
as input values for the calculation of the XRD pattern f
comparison with an experimental XRD pattern.

Figure 3 shows the change of the XRD pattern of an id
MLSM with respect to the variation ofg and illustrates the
effect of differentg ’s. In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! the dramatic
difference between the Bragg peaks can be noticed espec
in the small-angle region. The reason for this is due to
change of the relative phases between the electromag
fields reflected at consecutive sublayers owing to the va

FIG. 3. The change of XRD pattern with respect to the thickness ratio,g : ~a!
g50.58, ~b! g50.73.d512.202 nm andN530.
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tion of g. Both the relative intensities of the Bragg peaks a
the shape of the subsidiary peak change; however, the p
tions of the Bragg peaks do not change. This fact can
utilized to refine the value ofg.

The effect of diffusion at interfaces on an XRD pattern
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows XRD patterns of a MLS
for various atomic concentration profiles at the interface.
an interface the diffusion rate of silicon into molybdenum
not necessarily the same as that of molybdenum into silic
Hence the atomic concentration profile at an interface is c
trolled by two parameters (sMo and sSi). In the repeating
unit of a Mo/Si MLSM, there are two interfaces: Si-on-M
~called interface 1! and Mo-on-Si~called interface 2! inter-
faces. Since they are formed at different times and un
different conditions, the diffusion lengths at interface 1
not need to be the same as those at interface 2. The inte
profiles of the repeating unit of a Mo/Si MLSM are, ther
fore, governed by four parameters:sSi,1, sSi,2, sMo,1, and
sMo,2, where sSi,1, for example, represents the diffusio
length of silicon into molybdenum at interface 1. The inte
face profiles calculated by using Eq.~3! for different values
of diffusion lengths are also shown in Fig. 4.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show XRD data from interface pro
files for the case that the diffusion lengths of silicon in
molybdenum and molybdenum into silicon are the same

FIG. 4. Variation of the XRD pattern as a function of diffusion lengths fo
given set ofd512.202 nm,N530, andg50.58. The corresponding atomi
concentration profiles of Mo and Si are also shown. The scale of the
centration profiles is the same as shown in Fig. 2.sSi,1 ~nm!, sMo,1 ~nm!,
sSi,2 ~nm!, sMo,2 ~nm!: ~a! 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1;~b! 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5;~c! 0.1,
0.1, 0.5, 0.5;~d! 0.5, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1;~e! 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1;~f! 0.1, 0.1, 0.5, 0.1;
~g! 0.1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1; and~h! 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.5.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1997
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the interface. This is the same profile as given by an e
function which has been commonly used. Using the Deby
Waller approach which was shown to be valid for this ki
of profile,5 the calculation of XRD patterns can be quite ea
ily done. As the diffusion length is increased, the intensit
of the Bragg peaks decrease. The larger the angle is,
severer the reduction of the intensities is for a given dif
sion length.

The interface profile of the Mo-on-Si has been known
be different from that of Si-on-Mo. In general, the diffusio
lengths between the Mo-on-Si interface and the Si-on-
interface may be different. The simulated results for the d
ferent diffusion lengths are shown in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!.
Comparing these with those from centrosymmetric profi
@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, it is noticed that the general shapes
the subsidiary peaks show little change; however, the int
sities of the high-order Bragg peaks increase dramatica
Interestingly, the 7th and 12th Bragg peaks show the m
significant change between the centrosymmetric and the n
centrosymmetric profiles.

Figures 4~e!–4~h! show the effect on the XRD pattern du
to the change of the individual diffusion lengths at both
terfaces (sSi,1, sSi,2, sMo,1 and sMo,2). Figure 4~e! is the
case where onlysSi,1 is different from others. The change o
sSi,1 gives rise to the slight increase of the intensities of
Bragg peaks, compared to Fig. 4~a!. The increase is large
for the high-order peaks than for the low-order peaks. T
effect due to a change ofsSi,2 is shown in Fig. 4~f!. The
interface profile looks the same as that in Fig. 4~e! except
that the interfaces are exchanged. The XRD pattern is
almost similar to that in Fig. 4~e! except for the slightly
different shape of the subsidiary peaks in several regions
to the phase difference. As can be noticed in Figs. 4~e! and
4~g!, the change of the diffusion lengths of molybdenu
brings about bigger effects on the XRD patterns, especia
in the relative intensities of the Bragg peaks. These obse
tions, therefore, suggest that the relative intensities of
Bragg peaks are sensitive to the atomic concentration pro
at the interfaces.

The effects of uncorrelated roughness on the XRD d
are presented in Fig. 5. The existence of the roughness k
the phase differences between the consecutive layers
being maintained but forces them to randomly vary, lead
to irregular maxima peaks. Hence when many of such p
terns are averaged, the subsidiary peaks smear out and
oscillatory behavior disappears. The intensities of the Bra
peaks reduce but their widths increase. The roughness
increases the intensities of the subsidiary peaks so that in
large-angle region, the ratio of the intensities of the subs
iary peaks to those of the Bragg peaks gets larger. Fo
mixed coherence case where the thickness ratio of Mo an
within a repeating unit is kept unchanged but thickness of
repeating unit changes randomly, similar results are
pected, but with less effects.

In summary, the thickness ratio predominantly affects
shape of XRD features principally in the small-angle regio
Hence the thickness ratio can be estimated by fitting

n-
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computer-generated XRD pattern to the experimentally
termined pattern in the small-angle region. Both the interd
fusion and the roughness decrease the intensities of
Bragg peaks. However, the broadening of the widths of
Bragg peaks is mainly due to the uncorrelated roughn
This fact can be utilized for the estimation of the roughne
The degree of the interdiffusion can then be found by co
paring the intensities of the Bragg peaks between
computer-generated and the experimental data and by ta
into account the reduction of the intensities due to the rou
ness.

IV. APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL XRD DATA

A Mo/Si MLSM used in this study was fabricated using
rf magnetron sputtering system with argon gas.11 30 Mo/Si
layers were deposited on Si wafers. The XRD data obtai
with CuKa (l50.154 nm! can be seen in Fig. 1. With th
help of the refraction-corrected Bragg condition, the angu
positions of the Bragg peaks can provide us with the aver
bilayer thickness, and the thickness ratio of a Mo sublaye
the bilayer.4,11 These values are only approximate. Usi
these values as initial input values to the computer prog
for simulating XRD patterns, the fitting of the angular po
tions of the Bragg peaks and the shapes in the small-a
region to the experimental XRD data yields more accur
average bilayer thickness as well as the thickness ratio. S
the angular positions of the Bragg peaks and the shape o
subsidiary peaks depends on the bilayer thickness and
thickness ratio for a fixed average bilayer thickness, o
proper values for both the thickness ratio and the aver
bilayer thickness result in a good fit of the calculated XR
pattern to the experimental pattern. The best fit was made
d512.202 nm andg50.58. This bilayer thickness agree
with the values~12.0–12.5 nm! measured by TEM within
experimental error.

As noticed in Sec. III, the effects due to uncorrelat
roughness are different from those due to interdiffusion. T
most important difference is that the broadening of the Bra

FIG. 5. The change of XRD pattern with respect to the change of unco
lated roughness:~a! d50.1 nm,~b! d50.3 nm.d512.202 nm,N530, and
g50.58.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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peaks is mainly due to the uncorrelated roughness. T
unique characteristic can be used to estimate the degre
roughness by fitting the widths of the Bragg peaks and
intensities of the subsidiary peaks. The best fitted param
for roughness was found to bed50.25 nm. However, with
the use of only the uncorrelated roughness there are
differences especially between the intensities of the Br
peaks. Since the main effect due to interdiffusion is the
crease of intensities of the Bragg and subsidiary peaks,
interdiffusion length can be further used to achieve a be
fit.

Figure 6 shows the experimental XRD pattern and
best-fit calculated XRD patterns for the two cases. Fig
6~a! was obtained withsSi,15sMo,15sSi/Mo50.1 nm and
sSi,25sMo,25sMo/Si50.3 nm. This case assumes that t
diffusion lengths of molybdenum into silicon and silicon in
molybdenum at each interface within a repeating unit are
same. The different values ofsSi/Mo andsMo/Si indicate that
the diffusion rate of a Si layer into a Mo layer during th
deposition is different from that of a Mo layer into a Si laye
The above results show that there is a deeper diffusion a
interface of Mo-on-Si than at the Si-on-Mo interface, whi

e-

FIG. 6. Comparison of the best-fit calculated XRD pattern with an exp
mental XRD pattern~dots!: ~a! a calculated XRD pattern ford512.202 nm,
N530, g50.58, sSi,15sMo,150.1 nm,sSi,25sMo,250.3 nm, andd50.25
nm. ~b! A calculated XRD pattern ford512.202 nm,N530, g50.58,
sSi,150.5 nm,sMo,150.1 nm,sSi,250.1 nm,sMo,250.6 nm, andd50.25
nm.
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agrees with previous observations.12,13 The agreement with
the experimental data in the small-angle region is fair; ho
ever, there are still discrepancies in the large-angle reg
especially, in the intensities of the 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, a
12th Bragg peaks. This is due to the fact that the profile w
limited because of the assumption that the diffusion rate
Si-into-Mo and Mo-into-Si at the interface are the same.
reality, the two diffusion rates can be different from ea
other. In this case, the interface profile is characterized
two parameters and can be much different from that given
the error function, as discussed previously. The best-fit
culated XRD pattern in the case of four independent par
eters for diffusion lengths is shown in Fig. 6~b!. Note that the
intensities of the 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th Bragg pe
now become closer to the experimental pattern than in
case of the conventional interface profile using a single
fusion parameter.

V. CONCLUSION

Through the simulation of the XRD pattern associa
with a MLSM, the effects by various structural paramete
such as bilayer thickness, the thickness ratio of constitu
materials, interdiffusion and uncorrelated roughness h
been investigated. The angular positions of the Bragg pe
yield the average bilayer thickness. The XRD pattern in
small-angle region is sensitive to the thickness ratio of c
stituent layers. Interdiffusion decreases the intensities of b
the Bragg and subsidiary peaks but has no relevance to
widths of the Bragg peaks. The broadening of the Bra
peaks is mainly due to uncorrelated roughness. These c
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1997
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acteristics of each structural parameter have been applie
analyze the structure of a Mo/Si MLSM fabricated by a ma
netron sputtering system. Separate controls over diffus
lengths at each interface can provide better agreement
tween the experimental data and the simulation, ther
yielding more accurate structural parameters.
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